SAMSUNG 2021
Galaxy R9

OUR STORY

THE BEST PROTECTION
FOR YOU, YOUR DEVICE
AND THE PLANET.

ANTIMICROBIAL
ITSKINS protective cases are made with a custom high-performance antimicrobial
polymer. Blending our technology with the latest scientific advancements help keep
your phone microbe and germ-free.

DEVICE PROTECTION
Blending our technology with the latest scientific advancements to help keep your ph
one microbe and germ-free.

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainable cases in sustainable packaging. We control everything that comes into
the ITSKINS ecosystem, so it has allowed us to radically reduce our environmental
impact. We use natural and recycled raw materials and provide the best conditions
we can for our people on the production floor.

OUR FACTORY
Our cases are produced in our own factory. Not man brands can sa that. It s the
biggest piece of gear we own. It makes us streamlined and efficient, and we wouldn t
be here without it. The control we gain by owning our own factory makes us agile,
reactive and fast.

OUR
FACTORY
WORKS
FOR
YOU.

SHORTER
LEAD TIMES

We make our own production schedule. We re
first with new launches and can prioriitize you.

BRAND
PARTNERSHIPS

Looking for a specific color or a certain feature?
Chances are we can make it happen.

TOTAL
TRANSPARENCY

We know how long it takes to make producttherefore, we know exactly how and when we
can fulfill your order.

QUALITY
CONTROL

We provide safe, ethical working conditions for
our employees and have passed major audits
and certifications.

OUR
COMMITTMENT
TO
SUSTAINABILITY

RE:CYCLED

ZERO IMPACT - WASTE

Our goal is to make all of our cases 100% rec clable and we re well on our wa !
We re constantl working towards it, doing research and adopting sustainabilit
technology techniques as they become available.v

100% RECYCLABLE
Just toss it in the recycling bin.
The materials used in these
cases are 100% recyclable so
they can be collected,
processed and manufactured
into new products after they
have been used.

OUR SOLID RANGE IS MADE FROM
RECYCLED MATERIAL
Instead of discarding excess materials
during manufacturing, we grind them down
into pellets, which are then injection-molded
into antimicrobial,
shock-absorbent, environmentally friendly
cases.

IMPACTHANE built-in microbial defense fights
against many common germs and reduces
microbes by up to 99.99%*

RE:CYCLED

RECYCLEIT,
AGAIN.

THIS PACKAGING IS MADE
FROM 100% RECYCLED FIBERS

100% Rec cled. We re proud to announce that our
packaging is now plastic free, made from recycled
paper materials and printed with non-toxic vegetable
ink.

OUR
PATENTED
PROTECTION
TECHNOLOGIES

IMPACTHANE

ANTIMICROBIAL

ACTIVE 24//7

ITSKINS protective cases are made with our custom
high-performance antimicrobial polymer. We not only
protect your phone from everyday shocks and extreme
impacts, but we also help keep your phone microbe and
germ-free.

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects
from many common germs and reduces
microbes by up to 99.99%*

TM

HEXO TEK

UNIQUE.
SLIM.
HEXO-TEK.

ABSORBS AND DISPERSES
MULTI G-SHOCKS

Two enhanced layers of our patented hex-tube
shock dispersal micro-structure for
advanced device protection

Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption
technology is integrated into the interior
perimeter of all our drop protection cases.
Dual-layer air pockets disperse and transfer
energy away from your device on impact.

HEXOTEK

HEXOTEK

3METER
ANTI
SHOCK
PROTECTION
Two enhanced layers of our patented hex-tube
shock dispersal micro-structure for
advanced device protection

· Anti Shock Safe
· IMPACTHANE™ Anti Bacterial Polymer
· HEXOTEK™ XTRA Air Crowns and Bumper
· 3 x Military Grade Standard 810G Drop tested
· Premium drop protection up to 3M/ 10 Feet
· Raised Edges
· Super Slim
· SPECTRUM Flex Construction
· HYBRID Hard Back Construction

HEXOTEK

HYBRID
Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID // CLEAR

This slim, crystal-clear case lets ou show off our phone s
premium design. With an optical-grade acrylic armor
hardback, HYBRID // CLEAR offers the ultimate in drop
protection and antimicrobial defense for your device.

MSRP : $ 49.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.

OPTICAL-GRADE // HARDBACK Dual material
construction with an optical-grade acrylic armor hardback.

ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.

ULTRA RESPONSIVE // BUTTONS Enhanced buttons
with crisp, tactile reactivity.

HYBRID // CLEAR
The slim, lightweight design won t add e tra bulk to our
phone. Raised edges shield the screen and camera against
everyday bumps and scratches. Our custom highperformance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your phone
microbe and germ-free. HYBRID // CLEAR has been EcoDesigned, using recyclable materials* and produced with
sustainable methods wherever possible.

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

MSRP : $ 49.95

MSRP : $ 39.95
HEXOTEK

HYBRID

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

Available For
R9

HEXOTEK

HYBRID
Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

HYBRID // SOLID

We crossed an optical-grade acrylic armor hardback with a
solid, reinforced bumper that offers extra perimeter
protection while showing off the design of your phone. 100%
Recyclable HYBRID // SOLID offers the ultimate in drop
protection and antimicrobial defense to your device. The
back of this slim, durable case is fortified with an extra shock
absorption layer.

MSRP : $ 49.95

GERM SHIELD // TECHNOLOGY Our custom
antimicrobial polymer stays microbe and germ-free.

OPTICAL-GRADE // HARDBACK An optical-grade
acrylic armor hardback to show off your phone.

ADVANCED // RAISED EDGES Signature lip designed to
protect your screen and camera lens.

REINFORCED // BUMPER A solid, reinforced HEXOTEK
bumper offers extra perimeter protection.

HYBRID // SOLID

Our signature HEXOTEK impact absorption technology has
been integrated into the interior perimeter of the case, making
it drop safe from up to 3M/ 10 Feet. Made from 100%
recyclable materials, the slim, lightweight design won't add
extra bulk to your phone. Raised edges shield the screen and
camera against everyday bumps and scratches. Our custom
high-performance antimicrobial polymer helps keep your
phone microbe and germ-free.

Two enhanced layers of our patented
hex-tube shock dispersal micro-struc
ture for advanced device protection

MSRP : $ 49.95

MSRP : $ 39.95
HEXOTEK

HYBRID

impacthane built-in microbial defense protects from many
common germs and reduces microbes
by up to 99.99%*

Available For
R9

ITSKINS INDUSTRIES HONG KONG
RMS 1318-20 Hollywood Plaza
610 Nathan Road Mongkok KLN
HONG KONG

ITSKINS INDUSTRIES CHINA
Building (1-4) No2.YongxingRoad,
Huadong Town, Huadu District,
Guangzhou. China

